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Abstract
Co-branding, in the past few decades, has been found to be a bridging strategy to meet
competition and to enhance brand image. It has shown an extensive way to exploit brand
equities, and thereby increase profitability. Companies are using co-branding strategy to gain
edge over their rivals in fast paced and evolving business scenarios. New entrants, obsolete
technologies, newer business models, evolving consumer behaviour and other such factors have
driven companies to innovative models of brand perception and enhancement. The strategy
holds strong as evident from the empirical studies conducted by various researchers, who based
their studies on value of corporate co-branding and its differential impact, including market
appeal, in various industries. Co-branding, on the contrary, has been found to have negative
repercussions by various researchers. It has been found that multiple factors need to be
considered for such a strategy to be successful. In this research paper, we discuss on co-branding
models along with its effect on brand equity. Our review of literature on co-branding indicates
that co-branding does not always support the interest of partner entities. Co-branding improves
the brand equity under certain conditions only. The various conditions necessary for the strategy
to yield positive results has been explained along with suitable examples.
Introduction
Companies are working hard and researching to find the ways to meet the tough competition in
saturated markets. The lifecycle of products is shrinking day by day and manufacturers and
retailers are finding it difficult to match customer’s needs and expectations. The customer’s fast
changing needs, preferences and society transformations are pushing companies to find ways to
bring innovative and high quality products to develop brand. The latter has given new directions
to head towards cooperation strategy. Some companies have cooperated with other companies
irrespective of their size and industry. According to Clifton, 2003, companies can look for cobranding, licensing, and franchising to exploit the brand equity.
Co-branding is a strategic alliance of two or more brands to create an excellent synergy based on
unique strengths of contributing brands (Chang 2009).
Defining a popular type of strategy now-a-days, Chang has rightly described the essence of cobranding i.e. a synergy based on unique values of two brands. The brands in question may have
different values and the combinations of such values may lead to hidden consequences. So cobranding can be classified into many ways depending upon the aspect being considered.
Hadjicharalambous (2006) classified co-branding into two categories: Ingredient and
Horizontal co-branding.
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Ingredient co-branding deals in building brand equity based on ingredient material. For
example, Dell uses only Intel processors in its devices for computing requirements. Dell is a
major player in the laptop market with high quality serviceability and Intel is considered one of
the pioneers in providing processing power. The product of Dell and Intel combined is best of
two worlds and beneficial for both companies as we see in current times. Another example of
such category is Shell and Ferrari. Shell is a leading oil company and Ferrari is a major car brand
renowned around the globe. Understandable the combination is a match. Such combinations can
lead to better quality/promotion/distribution/profits or all.
Horizontal co-branding is a strategic alliance of two popular brand names to offer a unique
product that was difficult to create/manufacture/produce individually. For example, Sony and
Ericsson used their credentials on entertainment and wire communication technology skills
respectively to offer innovative mobile products. Similarly, Taco Bell launched Doritos Locos
Tacos with Frito Lays that was widely appreciated and liked by consumers, resulting in huge
sales.
Although substantial profits had been made by companies and co-branding may seem to be an
obvious choice, co-branding is a highly complex process as it is difficult to understand the
consumer perception of combined brand, that may even lead to repercussions. It is risky and
difficult exercise, so there are less examples of such strategic alliances than one would imagine.
This research is limited to the review of selected research material on co-branding. The major
area of focus is to evaluate whether the strategy was a success or a failure.
Objectives
The objective of the paper is to highlight some of the considerations of co-branding. Our study
elaborates both the positive and negative aspects in co-branding.
Research Methodolgy
Only secondary data is used in research. This research is limited to the review of 25
researchmaterial on co-branding that spanned last two decades.
Review of literature
Although there are successful examples of Sony-Ericsson and Doritos Locos Tacos, there are
unsuccessful cases of co-branding such as BenQ-Siemens mobile and NextCard-Amazon credit
cards.
There are two fields considered in co-branding success; one is strategic alliance (Venkatesh et al.
2000) and the other is consumer perception (Simonin and Ruth, 1998). E.g. Bank of China and
Air China, a Chinese airlines, together brought a new card, Phoenixmiles Card. The consumer
could buy airline ticket using that card and avail privileges being member of Air China. (Fan,
Chang, Zhang, 2013). Success of cobranding is evaluated in terms of value of co-branded
product (Rao and Ruekert, 1994; Cao and Sorescu 2013; Radighieri et al 2014). Much of the
attention has been paid consumer attitude towards each contributing brand, co-branded product
and its mechanism(James 2005;Dickinson and Heath 2006;Helmig, Huber & Leeflang 2007).
There had been incident where the consumer perception changes towards cobranded product
after one or more contributing brands undergo an unexpected change. E.g. Phoenixmiles scandal
in 2012(Fan, Chang,Zhang, 2013) in which a Phoenixmiles cardholder was refused redemption
of his points.
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Washburn and Colleagues (2004) found that the perceived quality of unpopular brand will rise
after cobranding with popular brand thus both brands are benefitted but this is not the same case
always, benefits to contributing brands can be different (Simonin and Ruth 1998) depending
upon their nature and position. There can be cases where high-equity contributing brands are
benefitted to same extend but this can be adverse in case of high-equity and low–equity co
brands.Low-equity brand can be dangerous to High-equity brand(Ueltschy and Laroche, 2011).
There is transfer of signals of co brands and co-branded products towards consumers’ perceived
quality. (Simonin and Ruth ,1998). There is transfer of cognitive information from co brands to
co-branded products.
There are negative effects too. Consumers may develop negative attitude towards unpopular
brand , may perceive risk in co-branded product and dilute high-equity brand and co-branded
product(Farquhar, 1994). There can be negative spill over effect due to negative information
about product. (Helmig, 2007). Fit between co brands is must (Jap ,1993). So, the source of
negative information should be tracked.
Simonin and Ruth, 1998 pointed out signal theory so to avoid negative spill over, all signals
should be reaching consumer should be providing a certain level of assurance and promise. Cobranding is alliance of two or more brands. (Park, 1996), so consumer’s perceived value of cobranded product will be more than individual. According to Affect Transfer Theory (Levin and
Levin , 2000) , consumers considers co-branded product qualities consistent with co brands.
Consumer Based Brand Equity (CBBE) deals in positive attitude towards brand(Keller, 1993).
Brand Equity was first used by Levin et al, 1996) in co-branding. Washburn et al, 2000 used
CBBE to evaluate brand equity after co-branding. Besharat 2010; Larceneux, 2012) studied the
consumer attitude and his intentions to purchase co-branded product of two asymmetric cobrands.
Success and failure of co-branding also depend upon FIT: Product fit and Brand fit (a
psychological view). A good product-fit as existence of Attitude Level Complementarily (ALC);
the brand with salient attribute has high ALC (Park et al, 1996).e.g a good taste of Godiva and
low calories of Slimfast. Samu et al(1999) validated the point of Park et al(1996) in joint
advertising context.
Two high level brands form a good brand fit (Simonin and Ruth, 1998). E.g.Louis Vuitton and
Montblanc released a leather pouch.
e.g. After the announcement of ingredient co-branding of Intel x86 processor in Apple devices,
some apple users took it as identity threat and expressed their views in blogs and some felt that
both make money and create passion ( Xiao,; Hwan (Mark) Lee, Seung, 2014). Negative
information about one of co-brand even decreases consumer attitude towards the co-brand and
towards co-branded products. Negative information of high popularity brand will have more
effect on low popularity co-brand.
Incompetence and immorality are two negative attributes that spillover to the host
brands.(Nicole L. Votola, , H. Rao Unnava, 2006).
Findings
1) Success of co-branding depends upon Brand fit.
2) Individual brand position plays an important role in fate of co-branding.
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3)
4)
5)
6)

Consumer perception towards co-branded product is a key factor in co-branding strategy.
Customer perceives value of the co-product from the contributing companies.
Co-branding of companies having high brand equity can also fail.
The consumer perception changes towards co-product if any of the contributing company is
involved in negative act.
7) The negative information affects the popularity of contributing companies..
8) The negative information harms the low level brand more than high level brand.
Conclusion
Co-branding is a brand strategic alliance that is very popular now a days. A few researchers have
worked on finding the reasons for creating corporate synergy. This study finds the factors that
can alter the expected results of co-branding. Moreover, In this paper, we have analysed the
factors that have a deep impact on successful feasibility of Co-branding. We have tried to
highlight the points to reduce the disastrous effect of co-branding. Consumer Based Brand
Equity (CBBE) is one of the major component in building the brand equity of co-branded
product. Brand equity of co-branding depends upon individual equity which in turn is related to
level of individual brand and its popularity. It’s not always recommended to choose high level
co-brand only. Failure of co-brand can have far more negative effect on the existence of low
level brand. The reinforcement of brand image is largely dependent on brand and product fit in
co-branding. CBBE is related to attitude and memory of consumer. Negative information may
have a positive or negative spill effect on consumer.
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